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YouTube and the Web
Just search in YouTube and
the Internet for “Kaptan
June” and you will find
many videos concerning
June’s and the Foundations
work

My Diary
Issue 20

August 2017

Hello Dear Friends of the Foundation,
Sitting at my desk writing my diary the temperature is soaring at
almost 40°C, yet time has flown since our last newsletter way
back in April! Our beach hut re-opened in mid-April and, short of
volunteers this year, I and my team have managed to cope and have
enjoyed greeting visitors from many countries and hosting several
visits from schools and universities.
27th April – I enjoyed a visit to the new campus of Mugla University
to talk about turtles and our environment to an enthusiastic crowd
of students in their newly built conference auditorium – a treat for
all!
An international swimming contest adds interest to Dalyan daily
life as hundreds of swimmers and their supporters livened up the
beach scene. The half-kilometre race started at the “boat” end of
the beach, rounded Hole Island and returned to its starting position.
I enjoyed watching the prize-giving that evening in Dalyan’s main
square. Incidentally, as a turtle enthusiast I was relieved that there
were no reports of any unfortunate encounters between turtles and swimmers – I seem to be one of only
a few people who are aware that the annual sea turtle mating season occurs each year in the same month
as the swimming contest! Perhaps next year the contest will take place maybe in September when the
turtles will have left the area for warmer winter climes!
May – mixed weather; some rain, some cold. With Easter gone and Whitsun not yet here a fall in foreign
visitor numbers. However, Dalyan slowly prepares for visitors – new restaurants open and the improved
main road to Ortaca results in faster easier access between there and Dalyan.
June – we start to realise that the Foundation’s efforts to prevent harmful turtle-feeding boat trips on
our waterways has not been completely effective and we begin to consider organising another petition
to ban all turtle feeding activities in this area. At present, there is a coast-guard boat patrolling the area
and hopefully this will help (there is a more detailed article on this subject of turtle feeding later in this
newsletter).
The month finishes with the traditional Turkish holiday of Sugar Bayram and we welcome a large number
of Turkish visitors from all over this lovely country. In accordance with the custom, sweets are handed out
at the hut, and we see many happy children.
July – extreme heat has made it almost impossible to write my diary – temperatures have climbed to
45ºC+ resulting in fewer people out and about during the day. Now looking forward to a short holiday at
the end of the month in Italy and Germany, but more of that next time!
Looking forward to your visit to the hut and Iztuzu Beach
Kaptan June

Would YOU like to be volunteer or do you know
someone else who would ...
Without volunteers, we could not run our centre at the beach, distribute flyers, organize events
and do all the little things that have to be done and that you don’t see. PLEASE contact us:
kaptanjuneseaturtleconservationfoundation@gmail.com
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A group of ladies from the West Midlands in the UK, holidaying
together as they have done for many years, recently visited the beach
hut. They were avidly interested in Kaptan June's story and thrilled
that they were able to hear it from her.
They certainly were a lively bunch and Kaptan June and the volunteers
there that day were as pleased to have met them as they were to have
met Kaptan June - an extremely enjoyable half-an-hour for everyone!
Kaptan June says Every now and then in our daily lives one has an encounter that brings out a special
feeling of empathy. This was my reaction to a young man called Harrison who
recently visited the hut with his parents and grandmother. Harrison had a look and
presence of exceptional maturity for his age - we looked at each other and there
was a feeling of recognition between us. At
that moment, I didn't know his name nor
did I know how old he was. His mother
said "This is our son Harrison, and he is 2 years old."
It was wonderful to have met him and I cherish this picture and look forward to meeting
Harrison and his family again in the future.
"Bye bye, Harrison" I called - "Bye bye Kaptan June" he called back.
My thoughts went with him!
Pictures from 2013 taken by Petra Beck recently forwarded to Kaptan June have brought back special memories of this lovely family
from Germany.
Kaptan June says "The influence of this family's presence in Dalyan some years back cannot be under-estimated because
Hartmund Beck - an engineer and environmentalist - was the expert in charge of supervising the first
state of the art water purification and sewage treatment plant in the Dalyan/K area. To those of you
who are more recent visitors to Dalyan, back then it was felt that these
changes to the water supply system was necessary to allow for further
development of the area from simple villages to tourist areas. The Turkish
government and German DEG made themselves responsible for the
prestigious treatment plant and the high cost of the project was shared
between them.
Perhaps when you turn on your tap, or flush the toilet, you will take a moment to think of Hartmund
Beck and his team of engineers - thank you from all the water users in Dalyan!"
Update to the Board of Honour
Visitors to the Foundation’s beach hut
are sure to have noticed the Board
of Honour situated at the top of the
steps as you enter the hut. This lists
the kind and generous individuals,
companies and organisations who
donated substantial funds to enable
Kaptan June to set up the Foundation.
Subsequently, generous donations have
been received from The Dr Robert
Andrew Rutherford Trust and earlier
this year the name of this generous
benefactor was added to the Board of
Honour. The Kaptan June Sea Turtle
Conservation Foundation takes this
opportunity to thank, not just The Dr
Robert Andrew Rutherford Trust, but
all of the benefactors named on the
Board - their ongoing support is much
appreciated.
Friends of the Foundation Newsletter - Annual Subscription
We have started to send out details of how you can renew your annual subscription to the Foundation, and renewals
fees are beginning to be received. If you have received a request to renew, we look forward to hearing from you soon.
If you have any queries about renewing, please let us know and we will do all we can to assist.
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Who are we?
In this part we introduce to you people that are active in our Foundation.
This time, we will tell you about Bert Hagemann, one of our volunteers,
who you might well meet when you visit our centre at Iztuzu Beach
Hi Everyone
My name is Bert Hageman and I come from Holland. I’ve been with my partner Ada since
1973 and we have two daughters.
We have lived in Dalyan for 4 years now and as often as we can we ride our electric
scooters into the mountains to enjoy the nature and the wildlife. Most of all, we love
the views of the Dalyan delta - we cannot believe that some people want to change this
beautiful environment for their own reasons.
That’s why we need people like Kaptan June to save the beach for the turtels, but also for
our children’s children so that they can experience this beautiful delta. I very much enjoy
being a volunteer with the Kaptan June Sea Turtle Conservation Foundation and I look
forward to seeing you at the hut on Iztuzu Beach.
Kind Greetings to all, Bert Hageman

Turtle Bites ???
Over recent weeks, there have been reports in the local press along this coast of swimmers being bitten by turtles. This has
naturally caused alarm and confusion.
However, my own experience of turtle behaviour is that they generally avoid contact with humans. My reasoning results from
many years living on or near a turtle beach and swimming in the sea daily during the summer. I have never been bitten nor
touched by a sea turtle – in fact, my experience is that they fear humans.
However, as a 30 year resident of the Dalyan delta area I am fully aware that turtle behaviour here has changed drastically since
the idea of tourist visits to feed them was introduced. Now the turtles have become beggars – their once normal behaviour has
changed. They seek food handouts, even swimming as far as Dalyan village where they approach the river banks showing their
heads above the water looking for food.
It is a fact well known to turtle observers that many sea turtles now do not leave for warmer seas in the autumn – a certain
number remain in the river which, fed by mountainous areas, becomes cold in the winter. I have been told by a representative of
Dekamer that there are now cases of turtles dying and which, when examined, have been found to have died of exposure.
From the point of view of tourism, the situation is becoming critical especially now that we are seeing these reports that turtles
are vicious and dangerous and are attacking swimmers. The reports that I have read are that people have been bitten on the
limbs – no doubt, the turtle is accustomed to receiving food by hand and under the water thinks that food is being offered –
therefore, it snaps!
We have in the past collected thousands of signatures and petitioned the Ministry of Forestry in Ankara to make the feeding
of sea turtles on the Turkish coast illegal. This petition was handed to the Government in November 2015. To be fair, the
authorities have sent a coast guard patrol boat to Dalyan – I received a letter explaining that the coast guard was empowered to
prevent boat men from feeding blue crab to the turtles, but that was as far as it went. There was no reference to the fact that
not only blue crab is being fed to the turtles, but also bread, chicken, bones and other unsuitable food items.
We intend to commence another such petition very shortly, once more calling on the Turkish government to make the feeding
of sea turtles on the Turkish coast illegal. This petition will be open for signatures throughout the summer months and it is my
intention to hand this in to the relevant authorities at the end of the season. If you are visiting Dalyan soon, please support this
initiative – come to the beach hut and add your signature.
If you would like any further information, please contact us.
As always, I thank all my Friends of the Foundation for all your ongoing support.
Kaptan June
July 2017
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Life at the Hut and more
Photography
Team from
Baskent
University
filming an
interview with
Kaptan June in
her garden in
early April.

THE KAPTAN JUNE SEA
TURTLE CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION

Our E-mail address is:
kaptanjuneseaturtlefoundation
@gmail.com

See our website
www.dalyanturtles.com

Find us on
and
TWITTER

Kaptan June shares a moment - and the
beautiful view - with visitors to the beach hut Valerie and her daughter Claire and son David
(l to r). May 2017
A delightful Dutch family visiting June for
tea.
This was a prelude to the visit by a group
of multi- nationality children from the
British Embassy International School in
Ankara who visited the beach hut in early
May.

A visit in our centre at Iztuzu
Beach is always worth while
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The Foundation is especially keen to meet
and share with everyone information
about the sea turtles. In this regard, we
were delighted to have a visit of around
40 children, of many nationalities, from
the British Embassy International School
in Ankara. Accompanied by 8 teachers,
the lively group - aged between 5 and
12 approximately - were a delight. The
children left with us some enchanting
impressions of their visit inspired by what
they had learned. Their work, a small
selection of which is shown here, now adorns the walls of the beach hut.
Turtle Paradise ?
The petition against inappropriate feeding of the turtles has now
commenced at the beach hut. As Kaptan June says in her article
on Page 3, if you are visiting Dalyan soon, please come to the hut
and add your signature.
We are also planning on setting up an on-line petition and details
of this will be sent to all of our subscribers as soon as this is in
place. For those not visiting Dalyan this year - or if you already
have - this will give everyone an opportunity to support this
important initiative.
Look out for an email giving details of how to access the on-line
petition!

Kaptan
June enjoys
a special
moment in her
garden with
Phillip & Sue,
regular visitors
to Dalyan
who love the
animals of
Dalyan.
Seen here with
Ginger the cat
and
Melek the dog,

